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SUMMARY 

This milestone report covers the progress and status of Corsica 
modeling for DIII-D experiments over the past year, since our previous report 
in September, 1995. During this time, we have concentrated on 
improvements to the code in support of our ability to do self-consistent, 
predictive modeling of DIII-D discharges. Our interest is in obtaining a tool, 
benchmarked with experimental data, for developing advanced tokamak 
operations scenarios including simulation and analysis of high performance 
negative central shear (NCS) discharges and control of the current profile 
evolution. Our major focus has been on installing and improving the 
neutral beam current drive model in Corsica; this element is critical to 
modeling the evolution of DIII-D discharges. The NFREYA' neutral beam 
deposition code was installed (starting with a version consistent with GA's 
ONETWO code) and the capability for following particle orbits, including the 
effects of drifts, was added for determining the current driven by neutral 
beam injection. In addition, improved methods for more easily integrating 
experimental profile measurements into the code operation and for 
calculating Z,, either from models or from impurity density measurements 
have been added. We have recently begun to turn on various transport 
models in our simulation of discharge evolution. We have concentrated on 
the NCS configuration and have simulated the evolution of two different 
high neutron reactivity discharges; an NCS discharge with L-mode edge' and 
a single-null, weak NCS discharge from the JET/ITER/DIII-D3 equivalent 
shape experiments. Corsica simulation4 results for these discharges were 
presented at the EPS meeting in Kiev, Ukraine in June, 1996, 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Corsica' is a time-dependent equilibrium and transport code that was 
formulated and developed mostly under internal funding at LLNL. It couples 
l-D, slow-timescale core transport to 2-D, free-boundary MHD equilibrium 
including the effects of external coil currents. The core processes have also 
been coupled to the edge physics code UEDGE6. Free and fixed boundary 
equilibrium calculation options are available with the inclusion of currents 
flowing in poloidal field coils and in passive wall structures. GA's EFIT 
polynomial representation for the pressure and current profile functions, p' 
and ff', have been integrated into Corsica's equilibrium code which enables us 
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to reproduce EFIT equilibria. In addition, Corsica provides for the calculation 
of Mercier, ballooning, and vertical stability during modeling of the discharge 
evolution. 

While development of code structure and initial implementation have 
been completed under LLNL internal funding, new physics models have been 
incorporated as part of the LLNL theory and experimental efforts. A 
significant effort from the LLNL theory group was required for the 
implementation of the NFREYA code, particularly in the development of the 
particle orbit code for determining the spatial distribution of current drive 
using the particle transit time in flux zones. Simulation of the evolution of 
DIII-D discharges, code comparisons with experimental data, and some 
programming support were completed as part of LLNL’s collaboration on the 
DIII-D experiment. 

2.0 APPLICATION TO NCS MODELING EFFORTS 

Our current modeling with the Corsica code is directed at establishing 
the ability to accurately simulate the evolution of the high performance NCS 
discharges. Before proceeding with predictive modeling appropriated for 
current profile control, we must insure that we have the ability to 
qualitatively and quantitatively simulate features present in the DIII-D 
discharges. We have explored two cases of current LLNL programmatic 
interest in the advance tokamak (AT) effort, both are high performance NCS 
discharges. The NCS configuration has emerged as a confinement regime 
exhibiting high neutron reactivity and promise for future advanced tokamak 
modes of operation. Some of the highest neutron rates achieved in DIII-D 
experiments have been obtained in the NCS configuration. Due to it’s 
advantage as an attractive AT scenario, we are simulating this configuration 
to explore issues of extending performance to longer duration in DIII-D and to 
steady state for future experiments. 

We have simulated portions of two DIII-D discharges with distinctly 
different features: 
1. Shot 84682: double-null, NCS with a peaked pressure profile and L-mode 
edge. We have simulated the evolution of a transition from the early neutral 
beam injection phase used to form the NCS q-profile to the L-mode-edge high 
performance phase. 
2. Shot 88964: single null, NCS in the JXT/DIII-D/ITER equivalent shape with 
an H-mode-like (broad) pressure profile. We have simulated the transition to , 

high performance during the H-mode-like phase of this discharge. 
Simulations of these two discharges were summarized and presented at the 
EPS4 meeting by T. A. Casper, et. al.. A portion of the paper to be published in 
the EPS proceedings is included here: 
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Simulation methodology 

We are presently simulating the temporal evolution of the current 
profiles to develop an understanding and validation of the models for 
forming and sustaining the high performance NCS configuration. At this 
time, we use experimental measurements of the density and temperature 
profiles rather than model the particle and energy transport. We take as 
input the measured electron and impurity densities and the electron and ion 
temperatures and infer the ion density and effective charge (Zeff) from quasi- 
neutrality using carbon as the main impurity. We initialize the equilibrium 
by choosing the pressure (p') and current (ff') parameterizations used in 
fitting data with EFIT. A free boundary calculation provides a starting 
equilibrium with forced convergence to the plasma current and fitted values 
of the F-coil currents to account for currents in structures. This prescription 
allows us to directly compare with the EFIT results and boundary shapes 
produced in this manner are in generally good agreement. The simulated 
discharge is evolved from this initial state using a fixed boundary equilibrium 
calculation while simultaneously accounting for current diffusion. 

In previous simulations, an approximate particle orbit model resulted 
in too little neutral beam current drive on axis. We have replaced this 
portion of our neutral beam injection code with an orbit following 
calculation for the Monte Carlo simulation of neutral beam current drive. 
The injection process is now tightly coupled to the local equilibrium flux 
surfaces with current drive determined from the residence time of particles in 
flux zones. By evaluating the trapped, passing, and lost particle distributions 
we infer the direct current drive from passing beam particle orbits and the 
bootstrap contribution due to the trapped injected ions. 

Simulation Results 

We have begun our modeling with two different high performance 
discharges. Shot 84682 is a double null, negative central shear discharge with 
L-mode-like peaked pressure profiles2. Confinement factors up to H-2.5 were 
obtained while maintaining an L-mode edge pressure profile which allows 
for good penetration of the neutral beams. The inverted q-profile is achieved 
by early neutral beam injection during the Ohmic current ramp-up phase of 
the experiment. Ion temperatures in excess of 15 KeV were obtained with 
peaked density profiles, n(O)/<n> -2.2. A second case, shot 88964, is a single 

a broader deposition profile for the neutral beam injection. The weak shear is 
formed at reduced neutral beam injection power during the Ohmic ramp. 
This DIII-D shape is representative of the JET and ITER advanced tokamak 
scenarios3r7. 

null, weak centra1 shear discharge with H-mode-like pressure profiles giving . .  
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In Figure 1, we show the plasma current and neutral beam injection 
histories for these two shots along with the simulation time interval. We 
model the neutral beam injection as two aggregate sources having the proper 
geometry for the two beamline orientations on DIII-D and step the average 
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Figure 1. Time history of plasma current and neutral beam power injected. 

power in time consistent with the experimental variations. Corsica is run in 
time dependent mode to simulate the evolution of the equilibrium associated 
with the current diffusion process and obtain spatial-temporal profiles of 
plasma parameters. We show profiles of the total, Ohmic, bootstrap, neutral 
beam driven densities in Figure 2 at times near the peak stored energy. 
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Figure 2. Current density profiles at times near peak stored energy 
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As indicated in Figure 3a for the NCS simulation (84682), we obtain good 
agreement between the simulated q-profile evolution and EFIT analysis 
outside of p=0.2 (p = d(toroida1 flux)), where we note good agreement with the 
minimum value of q and of qg5. Inside p =0.2, the current drive due to 
neutral beam injection dominates the total current and forces the simulation 
90 to drop considerably below that inferred from the EFIT reconstruction. For 
the weak shear simulation case, Figure 3b, there is agreement over most of 
the profile during the entire simulation. However, the simulated q-profile 
evolution does not see the weak bump near p -0.3 that arises in the EFIT 
analysis during the times that the density and temperature and, presumably, 
the ensuing current distribution are rapidly changing. The presence of this 
bump is critically dependent on the fit parameters used in the analysis. We 
are currently investigating the details of the current drive associated with the 
neutral beam injection which dominates these and all high performance 
discharges in DIII-D. 
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Figure 3. Simulation q-profiles with data fits from EFIT for comparison. 

In summary, the initial results at simulating the formation of high 
performance discharges in DIII-D using our new neutral beam current drive 
calculation in a fully predictive simulation code are encouraging. We are able 
to simulate the characteristics of the current profile formation during the 
evolution of these difficult, high performance discharges and we are in 
general agreement with the experimental data fitting. Discrepancies due to 
the peaking of the neutral beam current drive near the magnetic axis are a 
concern and we are investigating the details of these differences. 
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3.0 CODE IMPROVEMENTS 

Orbit calculation and current drive 

A major addition to the Corsica code is the ability to calculate the 
neutral beam current drive from the injected particle distribution. The 
NFREYA code uses a Monte Carlo technique to deposit neutral beam power 
and density over the plasma cross section. The DIII-D beamline geometry and 
the injector characteristics are implemented which provides a 2D description 
of the deposited ion distribution. To this result, we have added an orbit 
calculation to determine the fraction of time a particle spends in a given 
poloidal flux zone. The transit time in each flux zone then provides a 
measure of the local current drive distribution, including the calculation of 
trapped, passing, and lost particle orbits. In Figure 4a we show a typical 
diagnostic plot indicative of typical banana orbits obtained with conditions 
representative of DIII-D NCS discharges. We also show the normalized time 
that a particle spends in a flux zone, Figure 4b, as a function of the normalized 
flux and the weighting applied to the current drive calculation in Figure 4c. 
From this data we obtain the spatial dependence of the neutral beam current 
drive. 

During the benchmarking process, we found the neutral-beam-driven 
current profile resulting from our initial implementation (NFREYA plus 
orbit effects) was too highly peaked on axis. This pronounced on-axis 
peaking, a result of the orbit following calculation, causes a depression in qo 
which is inconsistent with the measurements on DIII-D. This effect is 
localized to a region near the magnetic axis as was discussed earlier. Since 
these results were obtained and largely motivated by them, we have 
continued to improve our modeling in this area by the addition of particle 
drifts to the calculation of the orbit time. The weighting of the beam density 
onto flux surfaces is proportional to the relative time spent on flux surfaces 
and the addition of the drifts was critical for the determination of the spatial 
dependence of the neutral beam current drive. These additions have been 
incorporated in the code and are giving broader current drive distributions. 
The process of comparing the result of these new additions to the available 
experimental data are currently on-going and will be discussed in a future 
report. We are now ready to move these subroutines back to GA to be 
incorporated into the ONETWO transport analysis code. 

Experimental Profiles 

We have made improvements in our capability to input and use 
experimental profiles in Corsica. Corsica, designed to allow considerable 
flexibility in the manner in which it can be run and with the interpretive 
BASIS environment, makes a fairly versatile simulation environment. 
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Figure 4. Diagnostic output from orbit following code for banana orbit 

We generally run Corsica in a hybrid simulation mode where available 
experimental measurements can be used to give the best description of certain 
features; density, temperature, impurity, and/or Z,, profiles, that we do not 
necessarily wish to simulate. Alternatively, we may want to have readily 
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accessible any available measurements to facilitate our comparison with the 
experimental data. 

In a parallel effort at LLNL to apply Corsica modeling to the TFTR 
experiment8, a method was developed to input experimental profiles from 
UFILEs and create a data base internal to BASIS from which the data can be 
used. We have adopted this structure for use in our DIII-D modeling effort 
and now form similar shot-dependent profile data bases in the BASIS/Corsica 
environment. UFILEs, such as those from PPPL's TRANSP code or GA's 
analysis code 4D, can now be saved in the data base and read into Corsica for 
easy comparisons with experimental profiles or for use in simulating the 
evolution of a discharge. 

4.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

We are presently verifying the ability of Corsica to predictively evolve 
the current distribution (Ohmic, bootstrap, and neutral beam) subject to 
neoclassical conductivity for the NCS discharges. These features include the 
major current drive sources presently available on the DIII-D experiment for 
modifying the q-profile and other off-axis current drive sources (i.e. ECH or 
mode conversion ICH) will be added when appropriate for modeling future 
scenarios on DIII-D. We are using measured density and temperature profiles 
for electrons and ions and include the Z,, effects using either a model of Zeff or 
the carbon impurity measurements with quasineutrality. Using measured 
profiles circumvents the need to know the exact form for the transport. 

To provide predictive capability, however, some assumption on the 
transport characteristics must be made to be able to investigate methods for 
control and for finding steady-state configurations. For this reason, we have 
begun to use transport models. The transport models currently installed in 
Corsica are: a polynomial diffusion coefficient model, Chang-Hinton' 
neoclassical model, RLWIO, and a first principles model by Kotschenreuther", 
et. al., is available with a similar model by Waltz" , et. al., nearly installed. 
Initial simulations aimed solely at getting the various models operational 
have been completed. A collaboration with the University of California at 
Berkeley was recently begun with the addition of a student working in the 
area of DIII-D transport modeling using the Corsica code. This will be a major 
direction for our Corsica simulation efforts over the next year. 
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